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Abstract—Millimeter wave lens antennas will be essential for
future wireless access. Conventionally, they increase the gain in
the boresight direction only. In this paper, cascaded Fresnel zone
plate lenses are combined with a phased array to increase the
gain at wide steering angles of ±52°. The side lenses are tilted to
align with the maximum steering angle, and cascaded to increase
the focusing gain. The inner lenses increase the gain by 2.45 dB
at boresight, and by 3.19 dB at the maximum steering angle.
When the side lenses are repositioned, the simulated focusing
gain increases to 4.69 dB. Asymmetric amplitude distributions are
proposed to prevent the main lobe from splitting. An 8-element
7-lens prototype operating at 28 GHz achieved a gain from 12.96
dBi to 15.35 dBi with a bandwidth of at least 1.3 GHz for all
measured beam directions. The maximum measured azimuthal
beamwidth was 27°. A design procedure and a theoretical analysis
of diffraction through the lenses are provided. By increasing the
SNR, this beamforming antenna could improve the coverage of
3-sector 5G microcell base stations, and support gigabit wireless
links for vehicular, rail, and satellite communications.

Index Terms—Lens antennas, dielectric antennas, beam steer-
ing, diffraction, phased arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENHANCED mobile broadband will be required to sup-

port much higher data rates than previous generations

of mobile technology. Within smart cities, this could enable

applications such as ultra-high definition video streaming, re-

mote healthcare, and vehicular connectivity. A wide bandwidth

is available for future communications at millimeter wave

frequencies. However, high path loss in this frequency band

necessitates the use of directional antennas to satisfy the link

budget [1]. Additionally, beam steering is needed to align

the main lobe of the antenna with the user, maximizing the

received signal power. Phased arrays enable continuous beam

steering, increasing the minimum gain achieved within the

steering range [2]. However, conventional phased array anten-

nas suffer from impairments such as pointing misalignment
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loss and scan loss [3]. These impairments degrade the signal-

to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR), and hence the quality

of service experienced by the mobile users [1] [4]. Scan loss

typically reduces the SINR by at least 3 dB at a 60° steering

angle.

Simply increasing the transmitted power or the array size

is not an effective solution to compensate for scan loss at

millimeter wave frequencies. If the peak power is increased

for wide steering, the power amplifier will operate at backoff

for the boresight direction, reducing the system efficiency [1].

Similarly, the long feed lines in a large array incur high

conductor losses, reducing the antenna efficiency [5]. This

motivates the design of novel antennas with low scan loss.

Several electronically steered antennas, presented in the

literature, have achieved scan loss mitigation. A metamaterial

ground plane can be used to spread the element factor of

a phased array, increasing the gain at wide steering angles

(approaching end-fire) [6]. However, broadening the element

factor reduces the boresight gain. Alternatively, a phase-

shifting surface (PSS) lens fed by a phased array has been

reported [7]. A boresight gain of 19 dBi was achieved, but the

steering range was just ±20°.

At wide viewing angles, the projected area of a planar struc-

ture reduces [8]. This beamwidth broadening effect reduces the

gain [9], contributing to scan loss. Conformal arrays can be

used to alleviate this [10], but for a given direction, only a

sub-set of the elements will be active in forming the beam.

This reduces the achievable gain.

Quasi-optical methods can be used to increase antenna gain.

A spherical lens illuminated by a set of 33 radiating elements

virtually eliminated scan loss whilst providing high gain and

low sidelobe level (SLL) [11]. However, the main beam could

only be switched between discrete directions corresponding

to the locations of the radiating elements. Also this approach

requires the use of a single-pole multi-throw switch, which

typically has a high insertion loss, thus significantly reducing

the realized gain of the antenna [12]. In [13], a dielectric lens

was mounted above a 60 GHz horn antenna to enhance the

steering range. The lens was mechanically rotated on a lever

to 50°, reducing the scan loss to 1.1 dB at 45°. However,

mechanical steering limits the steering speed and reliability.

In this paper, we demonstrate how a phased array can be

combined with lenses to counteract scan loss.

The substantive novelty presented in this paper is as follows:

1) The use of additional lens gain at wide scan angles

in order to mitigate scan loss. Previous literature has

considered the use of cascaded dielectric lenses in the



boresight direction [14] [15] [16] [17]. However, there

is little, if any, existing literature on the use of additional

lens gain at wide scan angles.

2) The use of a cascaded zone plate triplet to provide

additional lens gain at wide scan angles. This prevents

blockage of the central lens. To the authors’ knowledge,

this is the first cascaded zone plate triplet operating at

millimeter wave frequencies.

3) Tilting the side lenses to align with the maximum steered

angle. This maximises the projected area and thus the

focusing directivity in that direction and reduces the scan

loss.

By using phased arrays, the design avoids the need for a

complex and costly switch matrix such as that used in [18].

When steering the beam to angles between the central and side

lenses it is necessary to take additional steps to prevent beam

splitting and to ensure that the width of the main beam remains

approximately constant. This problem is unique and has not

been encountered before in the literature. For this reason,

we have developed a new form of asymmetric amplitude

distribution which is applied to the phased array. Existing

methods for calculating these distributions require iterative

optimisation [19] [20]. We have developed a technique for

calculating the required amplitude distributions in a single

iteration.

The proposed design offers low scan loss across a moder-

ately wide steering range, making it suitable for use within 5G

small-cell access points. Hence, this millimeter wave beam-

forming antenna could be used to enhance user experience

without increasing the transmitted power.

This paper is organized into six sections. Section II presents

the operating principles of the novel antenna. In Section III, we

detail a design procedure for the lenses. Section IV describes

the prototype fabrication. Section V presents simulated and

measured results, Section VI compares these with the state-of-

the-art, and Section VII summarizes the key findings. Finally,

a theoretical model of the diffraction through the lenses is

presented in the Appendix.

II. OPERATING PRINCIPLES

Scan loss Ls is defined as the reduction in gain from the

boresight gain G(0) to the gain at the maximum scan angle

G(θ0max) [21]. It significantly reduces the received signal

power.

G(θ0) ∝ cos1.5(θ0) (1)

Ls(dB) = G(0)(dBi)−G(θ0max)(dBi) (2)

where G(θ0) is the gain at scan angle θ0 [2] [22].

A single Fresnel zone plate lens is a flat structure. Due to

the beamwidth broadening problem, it is only able to provide

maximum focusing gain to rays that pass through the lens at

angles close to the normal. This corresponds to the boresight

direction. The proposed antenna consists of several lenses,

arranged on a circular arc (Fig. 1). The lenses in the proposed

antenna align with a wider range of beam directions than
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Fig. 1. Cross-section through the antenna structure: lenses fed by a phased
array.
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Fig. 2. Operation of the cascaded lenses. (a) Block diagram showing
successive diffractions. (b) H field magnitude showing beamwidth narrowing
(gain increase). The feeding antenna is Taylor β = 144°.

would be the case for a single flat lens. The lenses are fed

by a phased array antenna, which is steered from −θ0max

to +θ0max. This novel lens arrangement reduces beamwidth

broadening by magnifying the projected area of the phased

array. By maintaining an equal projected area in the direction

of each steered beam, the proposed antenna can support wider

steering angles, covering a base station sector from -60° to

+60°. The aim of the design is similar to a wide angle lens in

optics, but is implemented in a novel way at millimeter wave

frequencies (quasi-optics). As the steering angle approaches

the horizon, the apparent length of the array is increased when

viewed through the lenses.

At wide steering angles, several lenses are cascaded on the

same axis. The aim of this is to restore the gain at θ0max to

the value obtained at boresight and thus compensate for scan

loss. The same lens shape is used throughout the design, which

reduces the complexity.

The role of the lenses is to enhance the gain. The lenses

repeatedly focus the wavefronts by successive diffractions

through scaled concentric rings of phase shifts. These use the

scaling property of the spatial Fourier transform (with a phase

difference due to the wave propagating along the distance

between lenses), to focus the beam [23] [16]. The benefit of

this is that the whole structure can be analysed mathematically
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Fig. 3. Simulated azimuth radiation patterns, illustrating beam steering
towards positive steering angles. The use of special amplitude distributions is
demonstrated in the angular region between the central and side lenses.

by modelling the behavior of an individual lens.

In the enhanced design, the outer lens was repositioned

further from the phased array source, as shown in Fig. 21 in

Section V. In this case, the structure behaves as a microwave

telescope, magnifying the object according to the ratio of the

outer and middle lens focal lengths, F3/F2 [36]. Hence, the

focusing gain is based on similar triangles, and the correspond-

ing ratio of distances from the intermediate focal point. In this

case, the image is inverted relative to the object (array source),

because the rays cross at an intermediate focal point.

Instead of plano-convex lenses, zone plates are used, within

the proposed antenna, to reduce the thickness. This simplifies

manufacture, but reduces the focusing gain. To prevent block-

age between adjacent lenses, the lens diameters are minimized

by using a small number of zones. This enables several lenses

to fit around the phased array. The zone radii, which determine

the focal length, are scaled to achieve different focal lengths

within the cascaded (compound) zone plate triplet.

If a single lens was used to obtain the required gain at the

maximum scan angle, then that lens would need to have a

very large diameter. This would cause blockage, as explained

above. Furthermore, it would be difficult to design a single

lens which could focus a beam to all of the angles within the

scan angle range of the phased array.

Fig. 2 illustrates the operation of the lenses. The object plane

is located at the array center and the image plane is located

at infinity (far-field). The lenses focus the fan beam from the

phased array into a narrower spot beam. The beamwidth reduc-

tion ratio is equivalent to the focusing directivity [26]. In the

far-field of the phased array feed PCBs, the wavefronts have a

large curvature. As the wavefronts pass through these lenses,

the curvature is reduced such that the outgoing wavefronts are

more parallel. The remaining wavefront curvature determines

the beamwidth of the resulting radiation pattern. The central

lens is located in the radiative near-field of the phased array,

where power is not predominantly stored. Both the central

and inner side lenses are located at the same distance from

the array center. However, the side lenses are located in the

far-field of the array because the projected length of the array

reduces in the direction of the maximum steering angle. As

shown in Fig. 2(b), the wavefronts within this region are well-

defined. They are also well-defined at boresight, as evidenced

by Fig. 14(a) in Section V.

The lenses can be installed above an existing phased

array incorporating amplitude control. The authors recently

proposed a low-cost feed network suitable for millimeter

wave phased arrays [27]. In this paper, we employ similar

feed networks to drive the phased array. Four beam steer-

ing directions were chosen as a proof-of-concept. Practical

beam steering systems would use a larger number of beam

directions, determined by the resolution of the phase shifters

connected to the radiating elements.

A different amplitude distribution is applied for each steer-

ing angle θ0, as described in Section III.D. For most steering

angles, including boresight (θ0 = 0°) and the maximum

steering angle θ0max, we apply a Taylor distribution to the

amplitude excitations for the phased array to reduce the SLL

[2]. When steering towards boresight, the elements are excited

in phase (β = 0° where β is the progressive phase shift between

elements), and the central lens focuses the radiated fields.

When steering to θ0max, the side lenses focus the wavefronts.

When steering using phase-only control to angles that would

place the beam between the central and side lenses (θ0 =

±20° and ±40°), unwanted diffraction splits the main lobe.

In order to prevent the main lobe from splitting, and correctly

illuminate the lenses, the phased array must generate shaped

beams. For the first time we employ novel asymmetric (spe-

cial) amplitude distributions when steering to angles between

the lenses. Using these distributions, we select elements that

provide a main lobe which aligns with the desired steering

direction. This ensures that, when steering between the lenses,

the separate beams from the feeding antenna recombine into

a single main lobe in the far-field.

The term focused element factor is used here to refer to

the radiation pattern of an individually excited element, after

it has been focused by the system of lenses. In this design,

each focused element factor exhibits several main lobes, due

to the presence of several lenses pointing towards different

directions. These are used in order to achieve coverage of

the sector. The beamwidth of each focused element factor

becomes narrower as the scan angle increases. This property

is used in this design to overcome beamwidth broadening. In

this way the antenna is able to cover the entire steering range

with an acceptable level of gain. The steering performance is

illustrated in Fig. 3.

III. DESIGN PROCEDURE

In this section, we describe a design procedure for cal-

culating the physical dimensions and material properties of

the antenna, to achieve a particular operating frequency f0
and antenna gain Greq . Firstly, a phased array is designed to

achieve the required boresight gain, and the required focusing

gain of the lenses is evaluated as a function of steering angle.

Then, the lens positions, physical dimensions and materials are

determined, and the focused element factors are calculated or

simulated. Finally, for each beam steering angle, we calculate

the amplitude and phase excitations to be applied to the phased

array elements. These excitations are implemented using feed

networks incorporating unequal power dividers. Equations (4),

(8)-(12) and (18)-(20) are presented for the first time.
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A. Antenna Requirements and Phased Array Design

TABLE I
ANTENNA SPECIFICATION FOR USE IN A 5G BASE STATION

Criterion Value

Gain 17 dBi
Beamwidth (azimuth) 17°
Beamwidth (elevation) 20°
Sidelobe Level -10 dB (for SINR of 7 dB)
Steering range per sector (azimuth) ±60°
Steering range per sector (elevation) 0° to +70° (35° downtilt)
Number of sectors 3
Beams per sector 1. Multibeam in later design
Frequency band (UL and DL) 27.5 – 29.5 GHz
Data rate per sector (SISO) 2 Gbps, assuming OFDM
Tracking speed (moving user) 0 - 120 km/h
Pointing accuracy (azimuth) ±2.5°

Table I summarizes the antenna requirements for a typical

5G scenario. The center frequency f0 = 28 GHz was selected,

as it is a candidate band for 5G in the US, Korea, and Japan

[28]. The third generation partnership programme (3GPP) and

ETSI have both prepared standards for the 5G new radio (NR).

However, there is currently no 3GPP or ETSI specification on

for the beamwidth of a millimeter wave (i.e. type 2-O) base

station other than for satellite terminals and fixed links. A

link budget was calculated for the chosen application. For a

transmitted power of 0 dBm, a total boresight gain of G(0)
= 17 dBi is needed to yield a received power of at least -90

dBm at a link range of 200 m. The beamwidth specifications

given in Table I were calculated based on the directivity

value required to meet the link range requirements whilst

also minimizing the pointing loss when tracking mobile users

[1]. A rectangular microstrip patch of boresight directivity

GEF = 8 dBi was selected as the radiating element.

A half-wavelength element spacing (d = λ0

2 ) produced

a good compromise between mutual coupling and steering

range. As shown in Fig. 4, the original array length is

L = (N−1)d. We consider azimuth steering of a linear array,

which could later be extended to elevation steering using a

planar array. The azimuth steering range ±θ0max is calculated

from [2]:

θ0max = sin−1(1− 0.4429λ0/Nd) (3)

Our original antenna design did not meet the gain spec-

ification of 17 dBi mentioned in Table I. Following careful

investigation, we discovered that mutual coupling of up to -

16.1 dB between the array elements reduced the peak gain in

the boresight direction by Dcoupling = 1.63 dB.

Similarly, the taper efficiency of the Taylor distribution

[2] as well as amplitude and phase errors within the feed
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Fig. 5. 8-element Taylor β = 144° array illuminating a large Fresnel zone
plate lens with 6 zones, tilted to an angle of 53.1°. (a) Physical structure, (b)
Simulated radiation pattern, showing realized gain in dBi.

networks [27] reduce the directivity by 0.56 dB and 0.3 dB,

respectively. To account for these effects, the required number

of elements in the phased array feed PCBs must be increased

to: N =
⌈

10(G(0)−GEF+Dcoupling+DTaylor+Derrors)/10
⌉

= 15.

This larger array could be implemented as two rows of 8

elements. As the rows point in different elevation directions

beneath the lenses, co-phasing of +30° and -30° between rows

is required to produce a 17 dBi beam.

Several losses within the antenna (e.g. conductor and di-

electric loss) are independent of the steering angle. The value

of the conductor and dielectric losses associated with the

feed network Lfeed = 0.66 dB was obtained accurately via

simulation [27], rather than via calculations, as the accuracy

of the latter would be impaired by the various assumptions

required. Other losses such as the efficiency of the microstrip

patches (0.8 dB), tapered transition (0.2 dB), and the lens

matching layers (0.62 dB) must also be accounted for. In order

to compensate for the total loss Ltotal, at least one inner lens,

of focusing gain G1 = 2.55 dB, is required at all steering

angles.

In order to overcome scan loss, the antenna must ideally

restore the gain, at any angle, to the value obtained at

boresight, using equation (5). This gain increase Greq(θ0) is

proportional to the reciprocal of the scan loss, from (1). It has

been quantized into discrete angular steps, each corresponding

to the position of one or more lenses.

Greq(θ0) ∝ G1 cos
−1.5(θ0) (4)

where G1 is the focusing gain of a single inner lens.

B. Lens Design: Physical Dimensions

To prevent blockage between adjacent lenses, we must

minimize the angular and axial overlap between the central

and side lenses. This is prevented by selecting an appropriate

number of inner lenses Ninner, and maintaining an axial

separation greater than the lens thickness.

The zone radii rij of the inner lenses are given by [29]:

rij =

√

Fjλ0i+

(

λ0i

2

)2

(5)

where integers i = 1 to Nzones and j = 1 to M .



Fig. 7 shows front and side views of an inner lens. Its focal

length is F1 = 20 mm. The F/D ratio helps to determine the

trade-off between gain and steering range [30]. Each lens has

the same number of zones Nzones. We selected F/D = 0.4 and

Nzones = 2 to limit the lens diameter Dj , as mentioned earlier.

As shown in Fig. 5, a single lens of larger diameter is able

to produce the required focusing gain, but would obstruct the

beam when steering to boresight. For this reason, cascading

is employed. For the inner lenses, m = 1. Next, we calculated

the inner lens diameter D1 [29] and the subtended angle as

θsub = tan−1 (D1/2F1) = 51.3° [31].

Dj = 2

√

Fjλ0Nzones + (λ0Nzones/2)
2

(6)

Fj is the focal length of a lens at cascading depth j. The

angle between the center of each lens k and the array normal

(z-axis) is given by:

θk = θ0max(k − (Ninner + 1)/2) (7)

where k = 1 to Ninner. In this design, Ninner =
⌊180°/θsub⌋ = 3, so there is a lens at boresight and at ±θ0max.

Each lens covers an angular range θk ± θsub

2 .

Here, we design the lens combination with the aim of

achieving the required gain. As shown in Fig. 7, F1, F2, F3

are the focal lengths of the individual lenses, with diameters

D1, D2, D3.

The term cascading depth, M(θ0), refers to the number of

lenses arranged along a straight line pointing outwards from

the array center at an angle θ0. The insertion loss of the match-

ing layer material, αmatch = π
λ0

tan δ Np/mm = 8.686 π
λ0

tan δ

dB/mm [32], causes exponential decay e−2Mαmatchtmatch of

the signal power. As M is increased, this insertion loss

increases1. However, the focusing directivity also increases,

provided that the outer lenses are positioned appropriately such

that the focal point of the cascaded zone plate triplet is located

at the center of the phased array. More insertion loss could be

tolerated if the directivity of each lens is increased.

Let us define a matching layer loss threshold αthreshold =
1/(4tmatch) ln

(√
3G1

)

. If the loss constant αmatch is above

this threshold, adding more lenses (increasing M ) will reduce

the gain. Let us rearrange the straight-line equation describing

the data points in the inset to Fig. 6. The resulting equation

describes the threshold in terms of the loss tangent: tan δ <
(14.616 − Gnolenses)/58.439 = 0.0829. The realized gain

resulting from this trade-off is visualized in Fig. 6, for 1,

2, or 3 side lenses. In Fig. 6, when M = 2, the blue lines

correspond to the inner and middle lenses, and the other lines

correspond to the inner and outer lenses. Removing the middle

lens yields a gain increase of 3.32 dB. This was discovered

after the antenna had been fabricated.

All of the side lenses are scaled copies of the inner lens,

which has focusing gain G1. If G1 is increased, the loss

threshold (to achieve a target gain value Greq(θ0)) increases,

so fewer lenses are needed to achieve the target gain.

Greq(θ0max) = G1 cos
−1.5(θ0max)e

2Mαmatchtmatch (8)

1The total matching layer loss is 2MLmatch = 2Mαmatchtmatch.
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Fig. 6. Simulated and measured peak gain vs. cascading depth M (number
of side lenses) for the Taylor β = 144° PCB, for different values of matching
layer loss tangent. Inset: Effect of matching layer loss tangent tan δ on
simulated peak gain, for M = 3.

For the fabricated design, we selected a cascading depth

value M = 3.

Greq(θ0max) = G1
F3

F2
(9)

Now we calculate the focal lengths. Recall that the cascaded

lens arrangement aims to achieve a greater gain increase (fo-

cusing gain) than could be achieved using a single lens, whilst

maintaining the same back focal length F and subtended

angle2. When M = 3, for refractive lenses, F can be expressed

as [24]:

F =
F1F2

F1+F2−d12
F3

F1F2

F1+F2−d12
+ F3 − d23

(10)

where the separations between side lenses are d12 = F2−F1

and d23 = F3 − F2. We assume that the distance from each

lens to the array center is equal to its focal length. The focal

length of each lens is chosen so that F = F1. Substituting

this into (10) and rearranging gives F3 = 3F1. Combining

this with (9) gives the value of F2:

F2 = 3F1
G1

Greq(θ0max)
(11)

If the lenses are thin, F2 can be adjusted to set the focusing

gain. For values of M larger than 3, the focal length of an

arbitrary number of cascaded lenses can be calculated using

(10) recursively. The radial dimensions of the lenses (Table II)

increase with distance from the array center. The ratio of the

2(9) - (11) are not claimed to be exact equations designed from electro-
magnetic field theory. They are approximate models based on the thin-lens
assumption [36]. It was later found that the focal point is closer to the rear
surface of the inner lens than expected. This is due to the focal shift effect
which occurs for Gaussian beams [25]. In Section V, the outer lens was
repositioned to compensate for this effect. A more accurate model based on
diffraction is available in [16].



TABLE II
LENS ZONE RADII rij (MM)

Lens Index i

1 2 3

Zone 1 15.29 20.74 25.05
Index 2 22.83 30.96 37.40
j 3 25.00 33.90 40.95

s = 8.764 

t = 3.254 

tmatch = 2.12 

r11 = 15.29 

r12 = 22.83 

r13 = 25.00 

tmatch 

D1 = 50 

y x 

z 

y x 

z 

 

F1 = 20 

D2 = 67.8 

D3 = 81.9 

θ3 = 60° 

D1 = 50 

D1 = 50 

εr lens = 2.53  

Zlens = 237 Ω 

εr0 = 1  

Z0 = 377 Ω 

εr match = 1.59  

Zmatch = 299 Ω 

tmatch = λg/4 

y 

x 

z 

Fig. 7. Lens dimensions in mm, including a cross-section through the central
lens. Inset: equivalent circuit an interface between air, one matching layer, and
Rexolite. Impedance values are valid for the middle and outer side lenses.

outer lens zone radii to the inner lens zone radii is equal to

the ratio of the lens diameters Dj :

rij ≈
Dj

D1
ri1 (12)

The lens zone radii could be more accurately calculated

using (6).

C. Lens Materials, Thickness and Groove Depth

To simplify the design, we assumed a lossless dielectric

(tan δ = 0, i.e. ǫ
′′

rlens = 0). The lens depth dimensions are

given by [29]:

s =
λ0

2(
√
ǫrlens − 1)

(13)

t =
λ0

2
√
ǫrlens

(14)

The matching layers act as quarter wave transformers to

minimize reflections (Fig. 7 inset). As the wave propagates

through the layers, the wave impedance Z = |E|
|H| decreases

through the air-ePTFE-Rexolite interfaces, then increases from

Hk 

θk θi,k 

Inner lens 

     k 

Element i 

z 

x 

Δxi 

ξ(θ0) 

θ0 

θ0 max θ0 max/2 

0 

-4 

2 

Fig. 8. Antenna geometry: variation in element positions causes a variation
in the focused EF main lobe directions.
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Fig. 9. Amplitudes and phases for Special and Taylor excitations. The
amplitudes are then normalized to the same total power for each beam
direction. (a) Amplitudes, (b) Phases.

the lens to free-space3. The ideal permittivity ǫrmatch = 1.59

and thickness tmatch = 2.12 mm are calculated using (15) and

(16) [32].

ǫrmatch =
Z0

Zlens
=

√
ǫrlens (15)

tmatch =
λg
4

=
λ0

4
√
ǫrmatch

(16)

The values of parameters s, t, ǫrmatch and tmatch depend

only on λ0 and ǫrlens, so are the same for all of the lenses.

Z0 = 377 Ω is the impedance of free-space.

D. Amplitude and Phase Distributions

Previously, microstrip feed networks were designed to im-

plement a Taylor amplitude distribution and set the phases at

the elements [27]. Here, we design feed networks to realise

special amplitude distributions. More power is assigned to

elements whose focused EFs align with θ0. As θ0 increases,

from 0° to θ0max, most of the input power is initially assigned

to the elements for which x < 0, then to elements at x > 0.

The asymmetric element amplitudes a
′

i(θ0) are calculated

using a skewed Taylor distribution. To skew a conventional

3Consider a radial line extending outwards from the centre of the phased
array feed PCB. The wave impedance, along this line, varies as a function
of the distance. It also varies with the angle of incidence from each array
element to each lens. However, these effects are small, because the Taylor
amplitude distribution ensures that most of the power is assigned to a subset
of elements in the center of the array. Due to the proximity of the inner
lenses to the phased array, near-field effects significantly increase the wave
impedance at all points in space within the near-field region. However, as
this effect scales the impedance of all materials equally, the reflections within
the matching layers still cancel, and so inner lenses are still matched to the
phased array.



Fig. 10. Special PCBs: Voltage split ratios Ki and physical dimensions in
mm (above), K = 0.25 unequal power divider (below).

Taylor distribution ai [27], we multiply it by an exponential

decay or growth (which is sampled at N equally spaced points,

where i = 1 to N ):

a
′

i(θ0) = aie
−3ξ(θ0)d(i−N+1

2 ) (17)

The skewing parameter ξ represents the asymmetry (to the

left if ξ > 0, to the right for ξ < 0). Let us consider the

case when Ninner = 3. As shown in Fig. 8, ξ changes sign at

θ0 = θ0max

2 , so has a sawtooth shape.

ξ(θ0) = −2.5 tan−1

(

cot

(

πθ0
θ0max

− π

2

))

(18)

=

{

2 θ0
θ0max

θ0 <
θ0max

2

4
(

θ0
θ0max

− 1
)

θ0 ≥ θ0max

2

(19)

To implement the amplitudes in Fig. 9, an unequal divider

with a voltage split ratio K = 0.25 was designed (Fig. 10).

In the region between the central and side lenses, the

progressive phase β(θ0) was reduced by a factor of 0.65, so

values β = 46.6° and 72° were chosen for steering angles θ0 =

14° and 40°. These are shown in Fig. 9(b). β was implemented

via meanders.

The phase at the element i is given by:

φ
′

i(θ0) =

{

−(ψ + 0.65kd cos θ0)(i− 1) 20° < θ0 < 40°

−kd(i− 1) cos θ0 otherwise
(20)

In order to achieve fine beam steering at the discontinuity

between lenses (around θ0 = 30°), the Special β = 50°

amplitudes are used. For the phases, ψ = 10(θ0 − 26°) if

i = 7,8 or ψ = 0° otherwise. Each value of ψ corresponds to

a different fine steering of the beam direction θ0.

Matching layers 

Side lenses 

3D printed base 

Feed PCB 

Connector Steel plate 

Central lens 

y 

x z 

y x 

z 

Radiating element 

Fig. 11. Photo of the fabricated antenna. Inset: side view showing a feed
printed circuit board (PCB) beneath the lenses.

IV. PROTOTYPE FABRICATION

Fig. 11 illustrates the antenna prototype, fabricated using

conventional low-cost manufacturing techniques. It is essential

to select low-loss materials to maximize the total efficiency.

Rexolite® 1422 was selected as the lens material (ǫrlens =

2.53, tan δ = 0.0001 at 10 GHz). Its refractive index is n =√
ǫrlens = 1.59. For each lens, impedance matching layers of

thickness λg/4 reduce reflections and improve the efficiency.

They are made from expanded Teflon® (ePTFE, ǫrmatch =

1.4 and tan δ = 0.03 at 10 GHz). ePTFE is available with a

3 mm thickness. It does not absorb water, so is suitable for

outdoor applications. For each beam direction, a different PCB

was designed. The PCBs were fabricated on Rogers® RT5880

substrate (ǫr = 2.2, tan δ = 0.0009 at 10 GHz). To improve

the front-to-back ratio, a metal plate reflector of thickness λ0

4

was placed at a distance 3λ0

4 behind the array.

The side lenses were machined on a lathe. The central lens

was CNC machined from HDPE (ǫr = 2.3, tan δ = 0.001),

a recyclable, low-cost plastic. The laser-cut matching layers

were glued to the lenses using Araldite® epoxy resin. The

lenses and steel plate were screwed onto the base, which

was 3D printed from PLA (ǫr = 3.5). 2.92 mm end-launch

solderless connectors were screwed to the etched PCBs, which

were slotted into grooves in the base, beneath the lenses.

Movement along the x-, y-, and z-axes, and flexure of the

phased array feed PCBs, can cause random errors in their

physical alignment beneath the lenses. This affects the mea-

sured radiation pattern, so must be minimized. To improve

measurement repeatability, we designed a fixture to hold the

PCBs firmly in place and prevent bending, as far as possible.

The antenna dimensions are 180 × 90 × 82 mm. Although

electrically large, the proposed antenna yields an acceptable

gain level over a moderately wide steering range, compared

to a conventional phased array. This justifies its bulkier form

factor, as it is intended for access points, rather than mobile

handsets.

V. RESULTS

Fig. 12 presents the H field distribution and current density

associated with the antenna, along with the resulting radiation

patterns. These results were obtained through simulation in
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Fig. 12. Simulated H field cross-section, surface current density in the feed PCBs, and far-field radiation patterns. Results correspond to tan δ = 0.0004. (a)
Taylor β = 0°. (b) Special β = 46.6°. (c) Special β = 72°. (d) Taylor β = 144°.
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Fig. 13. Electro-optic probe measurement setup. (a) Probe above the antenna
under test. (b) Lab equipment, including 2.92 mm RF and optical cables.

CST Microwave Studio® using the time-domain solver with

a hexahedral TLM mesh. The input power is split within the

feed network. The fan beam from the array is focused, by the

lenses, into a spot beam.

In order to characterize the nature of the wavefronts pro-

duced by the phased array feed PCBs, we used an electro-optic

(EO) probe [33] to measure the corresponding Ey fields. The

probe was scanned at a distance of 1.5 mm above the surface

of the PCBs, in 0.2 mm steps. Fig. 13 shows the test setup. The

NeoScan® system contains mixers, amplifiers, and an optical

detector. The local oscillator output power was set to 15 dBm

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 14. Measured Ey-field magnitude (V/m) and phase (°), plotted against
x and y directions in numbers of steps. A well-defined wavefront can be
observed. (a) Taylor β = 0° magnitude. (b) Taylor β = 0° phase. (c) Taylor
β = 144° magnitude. (d) Taylor β = 144° phase.

at 14.05 GHz. From the measured wavefronts presented in Fig.

14, we calculated the phase constants βx and βy . Using [9],

we verified that the azimuth and elevation beam directions,

φ0 and θ0, were as expected from simulation (Table III). This

enabled us to establish that radiation from the feed networks

does not significantly alter the main lobe direction of radiation,

and hence that the lenses are being correctly illuminated.

Fig. 15 shows the measured return loss of the antenna.

Although the resonant frequency varies between feed networks
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Fig. 16. Azimuth radiation patterns for the PCBs with lenses and matching
layers. Simulated (dash-dot line) and measured (solid line). (a) Taylor β = 0°.
(b) Special β = 46.6°. (c) Special β = 72°. (d) Taylor β = 144°.

due to the meanders, a -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth

of 1.3 GHz is achieved for all steering angles. As the lenses

are impedance matched to the phased array, they do not

significantly change the load impedance experienced by the

array. This was verified by measuring the reflection coefficient

|S11| of the phased array PCBs both with and without the

lenses.

Fig. 16 shows good agreement between simulated and

measured radiation patterns. In Fig. 16(a), the boresight gain

of 15.35 agreed well with the simulated value of 15.28 dBi. In

Fig. 16(b) and 16(c), the special PCBs illuminated the lenses

to produce gains of 13.68 dBi and 13.67 dBi respectively.

This verifies the success of the calculated amplitudes. In Fig.

16(d), a measured gain of 12.96 dBi was produced by the lens

antenna fed by the Taylor β = 144° PCB. The loss tangent
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Fig. 17. Simulated azimuth radiation patterns for the PCBs with lenses and
matching layers: all steering angles. Results correspond to tan δ = 0.0004.
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Fig. 18. Measured azimuth radiation patterns for the PCBs with lenses and
matching layers: all steering angles. Results correspond to tan δ = 0.03.
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Fig. 19. Simulated azimuth radiation patterns for fine steering in the region
between the central and side lenses, using the Special β = 50° amplitudes.

value of 0.03 for the matching layer material (ePTFE), used

in the prototype, was deduced by adjusting tan δ in simulation

until the simulated and measured main lobe gain agreed. This



TABLE III
CALCULATED PHASE CONSTANTS AND BEAM DIRECTIONS FOR THE

PHASED ARRAY PCBS.

Phased Array

PCB

βx (°) βy (°) φ0 (°) θ0 (°)

Taylor β = 0° 12.99 23.77 28.65 8.66
Taylor β = 144° 124.4 25.50 11.58 44.87

TABLE IV
MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF THE FABRICATED ANTENNA

Achieved

Steering

Angle (°)

Gain

(dBi)

Simulated

Directivity

(dBi)

Total

Efficiency

(%)

SLL

(dB)

Taylor β = 0° 0 15.35 16.0 75.25 -9.74
Special β = 46.6° 14 13.69 15.1 79.27 -9.31
Special β = 72° 39 13.68 15.4 82.5 -6.90
Taylor β = 144° 52 12.96 16.0 62.5 -4.78

corresponds to the straight line fit in the inset to Fig. 6.

Fig. 18 shows the variation of the antenna gain across the

steering range. The antenna has reduced the scan loss to 2.39

dB, and demonstrated a significant reduction in beamwidth

broadening. If a low-loss matching layer material (i.e. tan δ =

0.0004) is employed, then simulations indicate that the scan

loss can be reduced to 0.69 dB, as shown in Fig. 17.

Table IV summarizes the antenna performance. The bore-

sight efficiency of 75.3% was calculated as the ratio between

directivity (16.0 dBi) and measured boresight gain (15.35

dBi), adjusted by the ratio of the measured and simulated

beamwidths. Despite the extra losses, an efficiency of 62.5%

was achieved at θ0max = 52°. Additionally, the measured

azimuth beamwidths of 21° / 24° / 27° / 26° agreed well with

the simulated values of 24° / 22° / 22° / 20.5°, for the achieved

steering angles of 0°, 14°, 39°, and 52° respectively (i.e. for

β = 0°, 46.6°, 72°, 144°, respectively). When steering to the

maximum angle, the measured elevation beamwidth was 15.7°,

which meets the specification in Table I and demonstrates the

focusing effect of the cascaded lenses. Beam steering with a

measured crossover level of 10.0 dBi has been demonstrated

in Fig. 18.

Fig. 19 presents the fine beam steering performance of the

antenna in the region close to θ0 = ±30°. As described in

Section III.D, this is implemented by adjusting the phases

on elements 7 and 8. A simulated crossover gain of 14.75

dBi is achieved when a larger number of beam directions is

considered. Further discussions on crossover gain can be found

in [34].

The boresight gain of the conventional phased array in

isolation (without the lenses) was 11.9 dBi [27]. The scan loss

of the conventional phased array is 3.13 dB and the maximum

scan angle was θ0max = 49° (for β = 144°). For the novel

antenna, reported here, the lenses increase the gain by 2.45

dB at boresight, and by 3.19 dB at θ0max = 52°. With the

lenses, the average gain is 3 dB higher than for the phased

array in isolation.

From the results in Table IV we see that the proposed

antenna exhibits 2.39 dB of scan loss (i.e. 0.74 dB lower than

that of the phased array in isolation), along with a significant
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Fig. 20. Measured and theoretical realized gain vs. frequency for the Special
β = 72° PCB, showing acceptable bandwidth performance.

reduction in beamwidth broadening. The reduction in scan loss

was less than anticipated, because the loss tangent of the low-

cost ePTFE matching layer material was 0.03, which is much

higher than expected. If a low-loss matching layer material

(i.e. tan δ = 0.0004) is employed, then simulations indicate

that the scan loss can be reduced to 0.69 dB (i.e. 2.44 dB

lower than that of the phased array in isolation).

The measurements have emphasized several important de-

sign aspects. Using the steel plate reflector, a front-to-back

ratio of at least 19.75 dB was achieved for steering angles up

to ±39°. When measuring the uniform PCB with lenses (not

shown), the boresight SLL was -6.2 dB, whereas using the

Taylor PCB, it was -9.74 dB. Hence, the Taylor distribution

has reduced the SLL.

Fig. 20 displays the measured antenna gain G(f) (dBi)
versus frequency, f in GHz. Eq. (21) was empirically derived

by curve fitting to a result obtained via measurement. The

measured 3 dB gain bandwidth of 1.75 GHz is sufficiently

wide for 5G applications, such as small-cell millimeter wave

access points, and satellite communication from ships, aircraft,

and trains. The bandwidth could be increased further through

the use of stacked patch elements, to cover the 26 GHz

European band [35].

G(f) = 20 log10

(

(

sin (0.28f)

0.28f

)2
1

√

1 + (f − 27.25)2

)

+51.4

(21)

The frequency performance of Fresnel zone plate lenses has

been extensively analyzed in the literature [37]. As the number

of zones is reduced, the depth of focus increases, and the

bandwidth increases. This justifies the small number of zones

Nzones = 2 used in this design, and verifies that the lenses

and matching layers are wideband.

The main lobe of the steered radiation pattern, associated

with the original design, is distorted. This defocusing is due

to the focal shift effect which occurs for Gaussian beams,

as described earlier in Section III.B. Following detailed in-

vestigation, we discovered that this distortion can be reduced

by optimising the positions of the lenses in the triplet. In
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Fig. 21. Repositioning of the side lenses to focus on the center of the phased
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the original fabricated design, the side lenses were positioned

20 mm, 40 mm, and 60 mm away from the center of the

phased array, respectively. In an improved design, these values

have been adjusted to 20.4 mm, 41.3 mm, and 81.3 mm,

respectively. The lens tilt angle is reduced from 60° to 52°,

and the diameter of the outer lens is increased by 5%. As

shown in Fig. 21, the focal point is now located towards the

centre of the phased array. With this enhancement, the scan

loss is reduced to 0.89 dB, and the simulated gain, at the

maximum steering angle, has increased to 15.6 dBi. This is

shown in Fig. 22, which corresponds to illumination by the

phased array. For further details of the focusing effect of the

lenses, see Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2. Table V summarises

the scan loss reduction performance for each of the presented

designs.

VI. DISCUSSION

Table VI provides a comparison with state-of-the-art de-

signs, according to the performance criteria in Table I. These

designs employ electronic beam steering, and have a sin-

gle input port. To enable fair comparison between designs

having different array sizes and operating frequencies, we

derived a formula to normalize the gain performance: G
′

=
G − 10 log10(

1
2N2M2px2py2), where N2 and M2 are the

number of array elements, and px2 and py2 are the ratios of

TABLE V
SCAN LOSS PERFORMANCE OF EACH DESIGN.

Design Scan loss

(dB)

Difference (dB)

compared to

phased array

Isolated phased array 3.13 0
Proposed antenna with ePTFE
(tan δ = 0.03) matching layers

2.39 0.74

Design with repositioned lenses and ePTFE
(tan δ = 0.03) matching layers

0.89 2.24

Proposed antenna with low-loss
(tan δ = 0.0004) matching layers

0.69 2.44

element spacing to wavelength, in the x- and y-axis directions,

respectively.

Impressive steering performance was recently achieved us-

ing a spherical lens [18]. However, due to the positions of

the radiating elements, long transmission lines were required.

These incurred a large insertion loss, thus reducing the total

efficiency of the antenna and increasing the scan loss. Para-

sitic elements, and widely-spaced elements within interleaved

arrays, can be used to increase the gain and reduce the SLL of

a 1D array [35]. This technique could be combined with our

proposed lenses. As our design only feeds the elements from

a single direction, it can more easily produce a spot beam, as

required by the 5G specification in Table I.

When compared with state-of-the-art designs, the trade-off

between gain and steering range depends on several factors,

including the number of elements and the directivity of those

elements. Designs using more directional elements tend to

have a higher boresight gain, but a reduced steering range,

for example [6] and [38]. In order to increase the boresight

gain of the proposed design, to meet the target value of 17 dBi,

the number of array elements must be doubled. The finite size

of the lens focal region limits the number of elements and thus

the maximum achievable gain, however it is sufficiently large

to accommodate these additional elements.

The proposed design offers three main advantages: high

average gain, low scan loss, and a moderately wide steering

range4 of ±52°. These make it suitable for use within 5G

small-cell access points. Additionally, by using phased arrays,

the design avoids the need for a complex and costly switch

matrix such as that used in [18].

The estimated mass-manufacturing cost of the antenna,

including amplitude and phase control ICs, is almost 50%

lower than that of a spherical lens antenna [18], but around

26% and 22% higher that of an equivalent isolated phased

array [27] or a metamaterial based antenna [6], respectively.

This additional cost is justified, given the advantages discussed

above.

The main disadvantage of the proposed antenna design is its

high SLL. The high SLL at boresight is primarily caused by

lobes in the array factor of the feed PCBs, which are increased

by amplitude and phase errors. At the maximum steering

angle, θ0max, radiation from the feed increases the SLL. To

4In the fabricated prototype, the useful steering range for which the SLL
is below -9 dB is ±14°. This is because the lenses magnify both the main
lobe and the sidelobes. However, if the steering range is defined in terms of
gain, it can be expressed as ±52°.



TABLE VI
COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

Design Operating

Frequency

(GHz)

Number of

elements

Scan angle range

(°)

Measured

boresight gain

(dBi)

1D Scan loss at

50° (dB)

Maximum

SLL (dB)

Equivalent

boresight gain

(dBi)

This work 28 8 ±52 15.35 2.39 -4.78 15.35
[7] 28 7 ±30 19 6 -12.1 19.56
[38] 5.2 64 ±75, ±75 19 1.5 -10 11.38
[11] 77 33 ±90, 0-20 28 0 -15 16.17
[18] 71 16 ±40 19.6 3.8 -14 11.26
[35] 28 16 ±49.5 19.88 1.18 -12.1 16.38

reduce the amplitude and phase errors in the feed PCBs,

the power dividers and meanders within the feed networks

could be iteratively optimised across a wide bandwidth. In a

real implementation, we would employ amplifiers and phase

shifters at each element with a high resolution, to reduce

quantisation errors. In order to reduce the feed radiation, a

non-radiative feed technology, such as substrate integrated

waveguide (SIW) or stripline could be used. This would

increase the manufacturing cost and complexity.

The approach can be extended to accommodate a planar

array. 2D beam switching could be achieved by placing several

linear arrays in parallel in the y-direction beneath the proposed

lens configuration. The radiating elements in those arrays

would be probe-fed from behind the ground plane. By digitally

switching between the arrays, this configuration can be used

to achieve elevation beam switching from -20° to +20°.

The proposed antenna has several possible applications,

both within and beyond the field of mobile communications.

Potential 5G applications include: 1) wireless access points,

and 2) satellite user terminals, such as those mounted on the

roof of a building, vehicle, or aircraft. These require beam

steering, whilst maintaining high gain up to wide steering

angles. Reconfigurable lenses could be used to reduce the form

factor [40].

By increasing the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio

(SINR) of the received signal compared to a conventional

phased array, this antenna could improve the link budget

performance of a 5G system [41], especially for users located

at azimuth angles in between sectors. At low SINR values,

the capacity increases linearly with SINR [42]. Hence, this

antenna could increase capacity (i.e. data rates) for users at

the cell edge. A low SINR is also often observed at wide

steering angles in low Earth orbit (LEO) satellite terminals,

due to the high noise temperature of the ‘hot’ Earth [43]. By

increasing the gain (received signal power) in these directions,

the proposed antenna could greatly help to overcome this noise

issue.

The lenses could be reshaped to better approximate an ideal

phase distribution [39] [26]. If curved lenses were used instead,

as in [15] [14], the focusing performance could be greatly

improved, to meet the required specification. This would

require more sophisticated simulations and costly precision

machining. An improvement to the design was described in

Section V. After repositioning the lenses, to optimise the

design, the gain increased by 1.5 dB.

VII. CONCLUSION

A beam steerable millimeter wave antenna operating at 28

GHz has been presented. The antenna is designed to increase

the gain at wide steering angles. For the first time, it incor-

porates a cascaded system of 7 Fresnel lenses fed by a 1×8

element phased array. By tilting the side lenses, the projected

area is increased, and by cascading them, a higher focusing

gain can be achieved whilst avoiding blockage of the central

lens. A hardware prototype of the antenna was fabricated

and measured. The directions of the wavefronts from the

feed PCBs, illuminating the lenses, were verified using an

electro-optic probe. In the fabricated design, the inner lenses

produced the majority of the focusing gain, and the middle

and outer lenses had less effect. The inner lenses increased

the gain of the antenna by 2.45 dB at boresight, and by 3.19

dB at the maximum steering angle of ±52°. The antenna

prototype achieved a 3 dB gain bandwidth of 1.75 GHz. At

the maximum steering angle, the measured beamwidths were

26° and 15.7° in azimuth and elevation respectively. The scan

loss was reduced to 2.39 dB. If a low-loss matching layer

material (i.e. tan δ = 0.0004) is employed, then simulations

indicate that the scan loss can be reduced to 0.69 dB. After

repositioning the lenses, to optimise the design with lossy

matching layers, a simulated gain of 15.6 dBi was achieved

at the maximum steering angle, and the simulated scan loss

was reduced to 0.89 dB. When steering to angles that place

the beam between lenses, special amplitude distributions were

applied via the phased array feed networks, to prevent the main

lobe from splitting. This involves selecting elements whose

focused patterns aligned with the beam steering direction.

By mitigating scan loss, users will benefit from an increase

in received signal power. A design procedure along with a

theoretical analysis of diffraction through the lenses has been

presented. In future work, the cascaded lens antenna concept

could be extended to a MIMO scenario.

APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE FOCUSED ELEMENT

FACTORS

We now derive the focused EFs from diffraction theory.

For the first time, we combine focusing effects from multiple

lenses in (27) and (28). The middle and outer side lenses

are in the far-field of the radiating elements, so we can

approximate their focusing behavior as Fraunhofer diffraction.

As the inner lenses are located within the near-field of the

phased array antenna, the wavefronts will be paraboloidal.

Fresnel integrals [36] [23] could be used to more accurately



model this effect, accounting for interference between wavelets

of varying phases.

A. Single Lens

Let us define a local Cartesian coordinate system x′-y′, with

its origin at the lens center. Each groove in the lens produces

a 180° phase reversal ∆φ = 2π
λ0
(
√
ǫr − 1)s relative to the lens

center [8]. This produces the minus sign in the formula below.

The focused wavefronts are approximately parallel to the x′-y′

plane, with uniform phase.

By superposition, the phase φ(r) of a single lens is a sum

of circular apertures [45]. For a lens with two zones:

φ(r) = circ

(

r

r1

)

− circ

(

r

r2

)

+ circ

(

r

r3

)

(22)

where r =
√

x′2 + y′2 and circ(r) is the circular function,

with a value of 1 if r < 1, and 0 otherwise.

Diffraction through a circular aperture can be approximated

by integrating the E-field over x′ and y′.

G(u, v) =

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞

φ(r)e−j2π(ux′+vy′) dx′ dy′ (23)

where u and v are the angular spatial frequencies correspond-

ing to x′ and y′ respectively.

To simplify the calculation, we change from Cartesian to

polar coordinates [36].

G(r) =

∫ r0

0

∫ 2π

0

φ(r)ejkr cos(ρ−r0)ρ dρ dr (24)

Substituting (22) into (23) and transforming to a 3D polar

system, we obtain the azimuth pattern of a single microstrip

patch antenna beneath a single lens. It is a sum of Airy disks,

expressed in terms of Bessel functions, J1() [36] [26].

Gkj(θ) = cos1.5 θ

(

1

3

(

J1(l1)

l1
− J1(l2)

l2
+
J1(l3)

l3

))

(25)

where li =
ri1 sin(θ)
1.22λ0

. rij was defined in (6).

B. Multiple Lenses

As shown in Fig. 8, each element i is displaced ∆xi =
(

i− N+1
2

)

d from the center of the array. The angle θi,k
between element i and the center of lens k is calculated from

the side lens height Hk = F1 cos θk.

θi,k = 90− tan−1

(

1

tan θk + ∆xi

Hk

)

(26)

The effect of cascading lenses can be represented by mul-

tiplying the focusing effects of each side lens to produce a

single equivalent lens, according to the scaling property of

the Fourier transform. This has the effect of narrowing the

beamwidth. G2(θ) = G21(θ2). When M = 3:

G1(θ) = G11(θi,1)G12(θi,1)G13(θi,1) (27a)

G3(θ) = G31(θi,3)G32(θi,3)G33(θi,3) (27b)

where θi = θ + θi,k and Gkj(θ) was defined in (25). By

superposition, the lens diffraction patterns are added, so the

focused EFs are given by Vi(θ) =
1
3 (G1(θ)+G2(θ)+G3(θ)).

Assuming that pattern multiplication is valid, the final

radiation pattern can be estimated as:

P (θ, θ0) =

N
∑

i=1

a
′

i(θ0)Vi(θ)e
(i−1)jkd(cos θ−sin θ0) (28)

where k = 2π
λ0

and d is the spacing between elements. Note

that P (θ, θ0) dB = 20 log10 |P (θ, θ0)|.
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